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to reunite child soldiers with their families and include all
fighters with no links to terrorist organizations in the new
stabilization force.

Ensuring adequate political representation for all com-
munities is another priority. Under Turkey’s watch, the Syrian
territories that are under the control of the YPG or the so-
called Islamic State will be governed by popularly elected
councils. Individuals with no links to terrorist groups will be
eligible to represent their communities in local governments.

Local councils in predominantly Kurdish parts of north-

ern Syria will largely consist of the Kurdish community’s
representatives whilst ensuring that all other groups enjoy
fair political representation. Turkish officials with relevant
experience will advise them on municipal affairs, educa-
tion, health care and emergency services. 

Turkey intends to cooperate and coordinate our
actions with our friends and allies. We have been closely
involved in the Geneva and Astana processes, and are the
sole stakeholder that can work simultaneously with the
United States and Russia. We will build on those partner-
ships to get the job done in Syria.

It is time for all stakeholders to join forces to end the
terror unleashed by the Islamic State, an enemy of Islam
and Muslims around the world, and to preserve Syria’s ter-
ritorial integrity. Turkey is volunteering to shoulder this
heavy burden at a critical time in history. We are counting
on the international community to stand with us. 

Trump is right on 
Syria. Turkey can...
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Muwaizri asked Ghanem why he did not include a
letter he had sent to the Assembly over the court rul-
ing. The speaker told him that the letter was illegal
and could not be included in the Assembly’s agenda.
The two then exchanged tough language and
accused each other of not respecting the law and the
National Assembly.

MPs also raised the issue of fake social media
accounts which they claimed are being protected
and used by influential people. MP Al-Humaidi Al-

Subaei said a specific Twitter account is being pro-
tected and paid for by influential people. Interior
Minister Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah said that
the government has already filed over 30 cases
against the said account, denying any government
protection. The Assembly then approved a motion
calling on the government to give a statement in the
chamber about its actions against fake and manipu-
lated social media accounts.

MPs also criticized the government for not imple-
menting a law allowing it to naturalize up to 4,000 peo-
ple in 2018, but the interior minister said the govern-
ment implemented the law and is prepared to cooper-
ate if a new law is passed for 2019. The Assembly then
approved the first reading of a law regulating psychi-
atric health services. MPs later agreed to move the ses-
sions on Feb 19 and 20 because of the national day hol-
idays and also moved the Jan 19 session to Jan 29.

Assembly delays
debate on...
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Relative distribution of direct foreign investment assets
in Kuwait as per beneficiary sector by the end of 2017
showed the telecommunication sector had the lion’s share
of 38.4 percent (KD 1.19 billion), followed investment com-
panies with 27.4 percent (KD 852 million), industrial com-
panies with 12.4 percent  (KD 386.2 million) and the bank-
ing sector with 9.7 percent (KD 302.2  million). 

The survey showed 10 countries invested around
85.8 percent (KD 2.6 billion) in Kuwait in 2017, topped
by Qatar with KD 2.1 billion, Saudi Arabia with KD
328.9 million, Bahrain with KD 296.6 million, UAE with
KD 288.9 million and Oman with KD 152.8 million. On
the other hand, the survey showed Kuwait’s investments
abroad amounted to KD 18.2 billion by the end of 2017

with a 5.8 percent decrease of KD 1.1 billion compared
to the previous year. 

Central Statistics Bureau Director Sami Al-Ali said
the survey is a major local and regional statistical
requirement that effectively affects building databases
and statistical indexes that contribute in executing sta-
tistical goals and policies related to development as
well as supporting the 2035 vision of turning Kuwait
into a commercial and financial hub. 

Assistant undersecretary for statistical work
Othman Al-Othman said the bureau surveyed direct
investment in Kuwait using the best international stan-
dards of statistical data quality to help decision makers
set proper development plans. Othman added that this
survey provides all the needed data about direct
investment in Kuwait on an annual basis to review the
investment environment and help the national economy
attract more foreign investments, which, along with the
ability to launch projects capable of creating job
opportunities, activate exports and modernize national
industries, is a basic indicator of the efficiency of the
national economy. 

Investment in 
Kuwait rises...
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The top US diplomat, in Jordan on the first leg of his
longest trip since taking the post last year, said that the
US troop pullout would not undermine the battle against
the Islamic State group. “The most significant threats to
the region are Daesh and the Islamic revolution,”
Pompeo said at a news conference with Jordanian
Foreign Minister Ayman Safadi, referring to IS and Iran.

Sustaining a regional coalition to counter Iran, the
main enemy of US allies Saudi Arabia and Israel, is a
major focus of Pompeo’s tour of eight Arab capitals in as
many days. “The counter Iran revolution is a coalition as
effective today as it was yesterday and I’m very hopeful
that it will continue to be effective and even more effec-
tive tomorrow,” he said. “You’ll see in the coming days
and weeks we are redoubling all our diplomatic and
commercial efforts to put real pressure on Iran”.

Last year, Trump pulled out of an international
accord negotiated under his predecessor Barack Obama
on ending Iran’s nuclear program and has instead reim-
posed biting sanctions. Pompeo has repeatedly called
Iran “the world’s largest state sponsor of terror,” point-
ing to its targeting of domestic rivals in Europe and sup-
port of militant movements such as Lebanon’s Hezbollah.
Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif swiftly
hit back at the latest US broadsides, tweeting that the
“pure obsession with Iran is more and more like the
behavior of persistently failing psychotic stalkers”.

Pompeo’s trip comes weeks after Trump announced
that the United States would quickly pull its 2,000 sol-

diers out of Syria, declaring that IS - also known as ISIS
- had been defeated. His advisers have since been walk-
ing back his timeline, and Pompeo reassured
Washington’s allies in the region that the “battle contin-
ues”. “The president’s decision to withdraw our folks
from Syria in no way impacts our capacity to deliver on
that,” said the secretary of state, who later also met
Jordan’s King Abdullah II.

In a stark reminder of the lingering threat, IS fight-
ers defending their last bastion killed 23 members of
the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces in eastern
Syria, a war monitor reported. IS was unable to hold
on to the positions it attacked in the assault which
began late Sunday and also left nine jihadists dead, the
Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights
said. Pompeo’s tour will also take him to Cairo,
Manama, Abu Dhabi, Doha, Riyadh, Muscat, Kuwait
City, and possibly Baghdad.

He will deliver an address on Middle East policy in
Egypt, whose army chief turned president, Abdel
Fattah Al-Sisi, has been a key partner of Trump. The
Trump administration has cited Iran as a reason for
maintaining a strong alliance with Saudi Arabia,
despite the murder and dismemberment of dissident
journalist Jamal Khashoggi inside the kingdom’s
Istanbul consulate in October.

One of the rare US partners to support Washington’s
withdrawal from Syria has been Turkey, whose presi-
dent, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, spoke to Trump before the
US leader’s Dec 19 decision. Pompeo, in an interview
before his departure, said that Erdogan had “made a
commitment” to Trump not to attack Washington’s
Kurdish allies who have fought IS in Syria. That prompt-
ed a denial yesterday from Erdogan’s spokesman who
said that “nobody should expect Turkey to provide
assurances to a terror organization”. — AFP 

Pompeo rallies 
Mideast allies...
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approval of the appropriate executives inside the
company,” stressed Ghosn.

From the moment on Nov 19 that prosecutors
stormed his private jet at a Tokyo airport, the twists and
turns of the case have gripped Japan and the business
world. At one point, the Franco-Lebanese-Brazilian
tycoon appeared on the point of release, only for pros-
ecutors to produce further allegations against him to
continue his custody. In an indication of the huge inter-
est in the case, more than 1,000 people waited outside
the court from the early hours in the hope of getting
one of just 14 tickets for the public gallery.

Yesterday’s hearing itself caught observers off-
guard as Ghosn’s lawyers deployed a rarely-used arti-
cle of the Japanese constitution to force the court to
explain the reasons for his detention. Presiding Judge
Yuichi Tada said Ghosn was being detained because he
was a flight risk and there was a possibility he would
conceal evidence. The suspect has “bases in foreign
countries” and may “escape”, Tada said. Go Kondo, one
of Ghosn’s lawyers, countered: “There is no risk that he
will run away. He’s CEO of French company Renault.
He’s widely known so it’s difficult for him to escape.”

Ghosn faces a host of allegations of financial impro-
priety. Prosecutors have formally charged him over sus-

picions he under-declared some five billion yen ($44
million) from his salary in documents to investors over
five fiscal years from 2010 - apparently to avoid accu-
sations he was paid too much. Authorities also suspect
he continued this scheme over the next three tax years,
seeking to defer another four billion yen of his salary
until after retirement.

A third, more complex, accusation is that he sought
to shift personal foreign exchange losses onto
Nissan’s books and then paid a Saudi business contact
some $14.7 million - supposedly from company funds
- who allegedly stumped up collateral for him. Ghosn
has not been formally charged over the latter two alle-
gations and rebutted all of them in court. “I never
received any compensation from Nissan that was not
disclosed,” he said.

He added that Nissan never incurred any losses from
his foreign exchange contracts and that the Saudi part-
ner, Khaled Juffali, was “appropriately compensated”
for “critical services that substantially benefited
Nissan”. A statement issued on behalf of Juffali’s com-
pany, the first since the allegations emerged, said the
compensation was for work done to benefit Nissan,
including resolving a local business dispute and lobby-
ing for the approval for a new plant in Saudi Arabia.

A towering figure in the auto industry, Ghosn is
credited with turning around a struggling Nissan - also
giving him a high profile rare for foreign executives in
Japan. He forged an unlikely three-way alliance
between Mitsubishi Motors, Renault and Nissan that
now outsells any other rival group. Ghosn said that
reviving the fortunes of the Japanese firm was “the
greatest joy of my life, next to my family”.— AFP 

Ghosn protests 
innocence in...

ANKARA: Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan yesterday
condemned comments by a key US
envoy over the future of a US-allied
Syrian Kurdish militia as a “grave
mistake”, as tensions flared over
Washington’s planned withdrawal
from war-torn Syria. Erdogan’s
comments came shortly after US
National Security Adviser John
Bolton held talks in the Turkish cap-
ital with Erdogan’s adviser Ibrahim
Kalin, in a key meeting focusing on
the surprise US decision to with-
draw its troops from Syria.

But it was comments made by
Bolton on Sunday in Israel that had
already raised hackles in Ankara,
when he suggested the retreat was
also conditional on the safety of
US-backed Kurdish fighters, con-
sidered terrorists by Turkey. “John
Bolton has made a grave mistake
on this issue,” Erdogan told his
party’s lawmakers in parliament. “It
is not possible to accept or swal-
low the message given by Bolton
from Israel.” 

US President Donald Trump
caused a political storm last month
when he announced the troop pull-
out, claiming to have succeeded in
the battle against the Islamic State
(IS) group. Fighting continues how-
ever, with Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights saying IS suicide
attackers had hit the US-backed
Syrian Democratic Forces in eastern
Syria late on Sunday, killing 23 of its
fighters. The pullout, which
Washington has since stressed will
be gradual, was hailed by Erdogan as
the “right call” in a column published
yesterday in the New York Times.
But it has also raised concerns that
Kurdish fighters would be exposed
to the threat of a cross-border oper-
ation by their archfoe Turkey.

‘No promises’
US-led coalition forces have

provided air power and other sup-
port to the Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) in its operation to
flush out IS from the last rump of its
now-defunct “caliphate”. As part of
this, American forces have worked
closely with the Syrian Kurdish
People’s Protection Units (YPG)
militia, seen by Ankara as a “terror-
ist offshoot” of the outlawed
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK),
which has waged an insurgency

against the Turkish state since 1984.
That US military support for the
YPG has shaken relations between
Washington and Ankara. 

US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo drew the wrath of the
Turkish leadership last week when
he said Washington would ensure
“the Turks don’t slaughter the
Kurds” in Syria as American troops
withdraw. “That Turkey targets the
Kurds is the most vile, the most dis-
honorable, the ugliest and the
cheapest slander,” Erdogan said
yesterday. But the Turkish leader
made it clear that Ankara would not
soften its stance against the YPG.
“Those who are in the terror corri-
dor in Syria will learn necessary
lessons,” he said.

After meeting Bolton yesterday,
Kalin also urged Washington to take
back all the weapons provided to
Syrian Kurdish militia forces. He
denied comments by Pompeo that
Turkey had promised the US not to
attack the Kurdish fighters. “Nobody
should expect Turkey to provide
assurances to a terror organization,”
he told journalists in Ankara. Bolton’s
spokesman Garrett Marquis
described the talks as “productive”
and centered on “the president’s
decision to withdraw at a proper
pace from northeast Syria”. 

Military win ‘first step’ 
When Trump first announced the

pullout of 2,000 ground troops on
Dec 19, Ankara was a lonely voice
among NATO allies welcoming the
decision. Erdogan has promised
Trump that Turkey could finish off
the remnants of IS in Syria. “A mili-
tary victory against the terrorist
group is a mere first step,” he said
in the New York Times, warning
against premature declarations of
victory. Nicholas Heras, an analyst
at the Center for a New American
Security, said Ankara would need so
much support from Washington to
completely eradicate IS, that it
would be “to the point where the
US military would essentially still be
inside Syria”.

Trump on Monday conceded
that the fight against IS was not
over. “We will be leaving at a prop-
er pace while at the same time con-
tinuing to fight ISIS and doing all
else that is prudent and necessary!”
he tweeted. Last month, Erdogan
threatened to launch a cross-border
operation against the YPG, east of
the Euphrates River, which he said
later would be delayed after
Trump’s pullout order. Turkish mili-
tary forces supporting Syrian rebels
launched incursions into northern
Syria against IS in Aug 2016 and
against the YPG in Jan 2018. — AFP

Erdogan blasts Bolton over 
Kurdish militia comments 

ANKARA: Turkish President and leader of Turkey’s ruling Justice and
Development (AK) Party Recep Tayyip Erdogan makes a speech during
his party’s parliamentary group meeting at the Grand National Assembly
yesterday. — AFP 

BANGKOK: The father of an 18-year-old Saudi
woman asylum seeker who fled to Thailand saying she
feared her family would kill her, has arrived in
Bangkok and wants to meet his daughter, Thailand’s
immigration chief said yesterday. But Rahaf
Mohammed Al-Qunun’s father and brother would
have to wait and see whether the UN refugee agency
would allow them to see her, immigration chief
Surachate Hakpan said. “The father and brother want
to go and talk to Rahaf but the UN will need to
approve such talk,” Surachate told reporters.

The UN refugee agency yesterday said it was
investigating Qunun’s case after she fled to Thailand
saying she feared her family would kill her if she were
sent back to Saudi Arabia. Activists are concerned
about what Saudi Arabia will do after Thai authorities
reversed a decision to expel her and allowed Qunun
to enter the country under the care of the UNHCR.
“The father is now here in Thailand and that’s a
source of concern,” Phil Robertson, Human Rights
Watch’s deputy director for Asia, told Reuters. “We
have no idea what he is going to do ... whether he will
try to find out where she is and go harass her. We
don’t know whether he is going to try to get the
embassy to do that.”

Qunun is staying in a Bangkok hotel while the
UNHCR processes her application for refugee status,
before she can seek asylum in a third country.
UNHCR staff were interviewing her yesterday after
meeting her the day before. “It could take several
days to process the case and determine next steps,”
UNHCR’s Thailand representative Giuseppe de
Vincentiis said in a statement. “We are very grateful
that the Thai authorities did not send back (Qunun)
against her will and are extending protection to her,”
he said.

The case has drawn new global attention to Saudi
Arabia’s strict social rules, including a requirement
that women have the permission of a male “guardian”
to travel, which rights groups say can trap women and
girls as prisoners of abusive families. It comes at a
time when Riyadh is facing unusually intense scrutiny
from its Western allies over the killing of journalist
Jamal Khashoggi at the Saudi consulate in Istanbul in
October and over the humanitarian consequences of
its war in Yemen.

Qunun told the world of her dramatic plight on
social media, drawing widespread support and con-
cern, which convinced Thai authorities to back down
from deporting her back to Saudi Arabia. She was
finally allowed to enter Thailand late on Monday after
spending 48 hours at Bangkok airport, some of it bar-
ricaded in a transit lounge hotel room. Lawmakers
and activists in Australia and Britain have urged their
governments to grant asylum to Qunun.

The Australian government said it had asked
Thailand and the UNHCR to process Qunun’s claim
quickly, and it would consider her application for a
humanitarian visa once the UNHCR had made its deci-
sion Saudi Arabia’s embassy in Thailand denied reports
that Riyadh had requested her extradition. — Agencies 

Father of Saudi 
teen in Thailand, 
seeks meeting

BANGKOK: Thai immigration chief Surachet Hakparn
speaks to journalists outside the Saudi embassy after
a meeting with Saudi officials yesterday. — AFP 


